We use Monte Carlo simulations to demonstrate generic scaling aspects of classical phase transitions approached through a quench (or annealing) protocol where the temperature changes as a function of time with velocity v. Using a generalized Kibble-Zurek ansatz, we demonstrate dynamic scaling for different types of stochastic dynamics (Metropolis, Swendsen-Wang, and Wolff) on Ising models in two and higher dimensions. We show that there are dual scaling functions governing the dynamic scaling, which together describe the scaling behavior in the entire velocity range v ∈ [0, ∞). These functions have asymptotics corresponding to the adiabatic and diabatic limit, and close to these limits they are perturbative in v and 1/v, respectively. Away from their perturbative domains, both functions cross over into the same universal power-law scaling form governed by the static and dynamic critical exponents (as well as an exponent characterizing the quench protocol). As a by-product of the scaling studies, we obtain high-precision estimates of the dynamic exponent z for the two-dimensional Ising model subject to the three variants of Monte Carlo dynamics; for single-spin Metropolis updates zM = 2.1767(5), for Swendsen-Wang multi-cluster updates zSW = 0.297(3), and for Wolff singlecluster updates zW = 0.30(2). For Wolff dynamics, we find an interesting behavior with a non-analytic breakdown of the quasi-adiabatic and diabatic scaling, instead of the generic smooth cross-over described by a power law. We interpret this disconnect between the two scaling regimes as a dynamic phase transition of the Wolff algorithm, caused by an effective sudden loss of ergodicity at high velocity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase transitions and critical phenomena have formed a dominant theme in statistical physics for a long time and new aspects are still subject to active research. This is not only because of the importance and elegance of the fundamental aspect of many-body systems in the original setting of condensed-matter physics, but also thanks to diverse applications to various complex systems in other areas of physics, as well as in chemistry, biology, and even in economy and social sciences. Any system with collective behavior resulting from a large number of interacting particles (or "agents") can be described by methods of statistical physics, and phase transitions often are important features of such systems.
A fundamental aspect of phase transitions is the scale invariance emerging upon approaching a critical point, which leads to universal scaling behavior independent of microscopic characteristics. The theoretical understanding of universality in equilibrium statistical mechanics is well established in terms of the renormalization group (RG). 1 Attempts have also been made to generalize this formalism as well as general scaling hypotheses to non-equilibrium phase transitions and dynamic critical scaling, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] but the understanding here is much less complete. Since many important systems are far from equilibrium, deeper understanding of criticality and scaling behavior under such conditions is called for.
In this paper we report progress in characterizing dynamical critical scaling at classical (thermal) phase transitions. We discuss a scaling hypothesis for a very general class of quench (or annealing) protocols in which a function with a single dynamic exponent (along with the standard equilibrium exponents) describes the changes from adiabatic to diabatic evolution. To test the scaling forms we study phase transitions in classical Ising models, using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with both single-spin and cluster updates.
A. Kibble-Zurek Mechanism
Our approach is based on extensions of the Kibble-Zurek (KZ) arguments, 3, 4 which originally focused on quantitatively relating defect formation (e.g., the typical defect size and the density of defects) to the rate of change (the quench velocity) of a parameter of the system (such as the temperature, external fields, etc.). The KZ mechanism and extensions of it have successfully been used to describe out-of-equilibrium physics at both classical 3, 4, 13 and quantum phase transitions [7] [8] [9] 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] (for a general review, see, e.g., Refs. 19, 20) . We consider a system with critical temperature T c . When this system is quenched to the neighborhood of T c by starting from some initial temperature T i > T c and ending at some final temperature T c ≤ T < T i , if the rate of change is sufficiently slow the system evolves adiabatically toward its equilibrium state at temperature T . (More accurately, we should refer to this limit as quasi-static when we are dealing with an open system. We will here use the term adiabatic in the generalized sense.) Small deviations from adiabaticity (the quasiadiabatic regime) can be described by adiabatic perturbation theory (as has been demonstrated explicitly for quenches of quantum systems at zero temperature, 18, 21 and one can anticipate direct analogues for classical quenches). In contrast, if the evolution is fast (the quench velocity is high), excitations lead to a large density of defects and the adiabatic description breaks down. The KZ mechanism provides a natural way to distinguish these perturbative and non-perturbative regimes.
According to the arguments of KZ, for the quasi-adiabatic picture to be valid, the time τ q that the system is allowed to take to approach the final temperature T must be at least of the order of the relaxation time τ rel associated with the sys-tem's microscopic dynamical properties at that temperature. The relaxation time is simply related to the equilibrium spatial correlation length ξ T according to
which defines the dynamic exponent z. This exponent depends on the equilibrium universality class of the phase transition, as well as the stochastic dynamics imposed on the system (or, alternatively, one can consider Hamiltonian dynamics, e.g., in quantum systems). Thus, for a linear quench with velocity v, the criterion for staying adiabatic is obtained by requiring for the total quench time τ q :
where ν is the equilibrium correlation-length exponent. Another way to interpret the above relationship is to consider the remaining time τ of a quench which has reached temperature T > T c after starting out at some T i > T and which is to continue all the way down to T c . Then, for a given τ , or equivalently, for given velocity v, the relation τ = |T − T c |/v ∼ |T − T c | −zν (3) defines the temperature T at which the system falls out of the adiabatic evolution and essentially freezes, not being able to evolve significantly for the remainder of the quench process. This should hold independently of the starting temperature T i if it is sufficiently above T . From this relation we can also extract the velocity (the KZ velocity)
at which the system falls out of adiabaticity at temperature T . Thus, it is, in the thermodynamic limit, not possible to stay adiabatic all the way down to T c . We present an alternative derivation of this result in Appendix A, where we consider the continuous quench as a series of infinitesimal quenches. We can also write down the spatial length-scale ξ v associated with a given velocity, i.e., the correlation length reached at the point where the infinite system freezes and cannot follow the instantaneous equilibrium state. Since ξ v ∼ ξ T for the quasi-adiabatic evolution and ξ T ∼ |T − T c | −ν at the point of freezing, Eq. (4) gives
For a finite system the maximum length scale is L, i.e., ξ v ≤ L, and the characteristic velocity separating the adiabatic and non-adiabatic responses then has an lower bound, which is simply obtained, according to standard arguments in finitesize scaling theory, 33 by replacing the largest length-scale for the infinite system by L. In this case that means ξ v → L in (5) . Thus, a system of linear size L will remain adiabatic all the way down to T c , provided that the quench velocity is of the order of the size-dependent KZ velocity given by
When the velocity is below this characteristic value, the nonadiabatic response of the system is very small and can be treated perturbatively. In contrast, when the velocity exceeds v KZ (L) the quasi-adiabaticity breaks down and the response of the system corresponds to non-adiabatic dynamics which is non-perturbative in v.
It should be pointed out that it is in general not possible to assign an exact value to v KZ (L) (and all the other quantities defined above), as Eq. (6) only indicates a proportionality and the change between the quasi-adiabatic and non-perturbative regime normally takes place in the form of a smooth crossover (although we will also demonstrate an interesting exception, where the break-down of the quasi-adiabatic regime is sudden). We will here use extensive MC simulations to extract scaling functions of the form f (v/v KZ ) describing the dynamic approach to the critical point for several models and dynamic schemes, from which the cross-over scale can be readily read-off. In addition to the KZ scale, we will also investigate and quantify another, higher-velocity (diabatic) crossover scale v a related to a size-independent microscopic (lattice) scale a.
B. Dynamic exponents
As we have seen in the discussion above, the dynamic scaling will naturally involve the dynamic exponent z of a given combination of model and imposed MC dynamics (updating scheme for the system configurations). For Metropolis dynamics, 29 in which N single-spin flip attempts define a unit of time in updating the system configurations, many works have been devoted to extracting the value of z (which in the case of Metropolis dynamics we will often call z M ) for the 2D Ising model, e.g., Refs. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The values obtained are typically close to 2.2, with z M = 2.1667(5), obtained in Ref. 38 , often quoted as the most reliable result. The relatively large dynamic exponent implies that the Metropolis algorithm suffers rather severely from critical slowing-down 42 when the system is close to its critical point-the collective critical clusters persist for long times when updated only gradually by single-spin flips. Despite of the critical slowing-down issue, Metropolis dynamics is still indispensable in its own right due to its close correspondence to relaxation processes due to local couplings to the environment in experiment systems. 30 Moreover, the Metropolis algorithm is very widely applicable to simulations even of very complex many-body systems. Even though there is no experimental counterpart of cluster updates, efficient cluster updates such as the Swendsen-Wang (SW) 31 and Wolff algorithms 32 have been very important to reduce or eliminate the inefficiency caused by critical slowing down in simulations. However, unlike the Metropolis scheme, the applicability in practice of these algorithms is restricted to a smaller number of models.
For SW updates of the 2D Ising model, where the system is subdivided into clusters and each cluster is flipped with probability 1/2, the nature of the dynamic scaling is still somewhat controversial. Values for the dynamic exponent have typically fallen in the range z SW = 0.2 ∼ 0.35, [43] [44] [45] [46] but in some works it was instead proposed that the characteristic time diverges not as a power L z but logarithmically, which would imply z SW = 0. 48 For the 3D Ising model the exponent is not known very precisely, with results typically falling in the range z SW = 0.44 ∼ 0.75. [45] [46] [47] 49 In the Wolff algorithm, which can be regarded as an improvement over the SW algorithm, clusters are constructed one at a time and always flipped. It is therefore normally more likely to flip large clusters. 47 The value of the dynamic exponent was estimated at z W ≈ 0.3 for the 2D Ising model, and in the range z W ∼ 0.28 to 0.44 for the 3D Ising model. 46, 47 
C. Aims and outline of the paper
We here explore dynamic critical scaling in MC simulations of the Ising model, primarily in two dimensions but with some results also for higher dimensions. We change the temperature linearly or nonlinearly as a function of MC time and focus on the approach to the critical point. When such a quench becomes extremely slow (and perhaps is more properly referred to as annealing), the scheme described above is known as simulated annealing. 22 While ideas of how to incorporate insights from the KZ mechanism or similar considerations into simulated annealing processes have been discussed previously, [23] [24] [25] the goal of these works has normally been to maximize the efficiency of the process of finding the global energy minimum of a system (optimizing the annealing schedule), or to reach the finitetemperature equilibrium distribution as fast as possible. Also, simulated annealing was studied to analyze the interplay between the KZ mechanism and coarsening dynamics. 26, 27 In our work presented here, the objective is instead to study the scaling behavior when the transition point is approached in systems of different size and at different velocities.
The basic idea is to generalize the standard finite-size scaling techniques, where scaling functions depend on the ratio L/ξ T , to finite-velocity scaling where L/ξ v should enter in a similar way. Our main aim is to establish benchmarks for dynamical critical scaling, especially the form of the scaling functions describing quenches to T c , for a prototypical model system and the above mentioned most commonly used MC updating schemes. Some aspects of this kind of generalized KZ scaling have already been reported, e.g., in quantum systems where similar scaling behavior applies, 12, 14, 15, 18 in some classical systems based on effective dynamical Ginzburg-Landau models 13 , and in the context of soliton formation that can be described by the stochastic Gross-Pitaeveski equation. 11 In Ref. 10, Gong et al. studied a similar non-equilibrium setup with external-field tuning in infinite-size limit, motivated by general scaling arguments and an RG approach. Some studies have also been reported of linear temperature quenches similar to those discussed in this paper. 6, 28 Here we propose different ways to analyze data and provide a more complete characterization of the scaling behaviors in the entire velocity range.
We study basic classical Ising models described by the generic Hamiltonian
where the coupling is ferromagnetic, J > 0, and the spins take values σ i = ±1. The site pairs i, j normally correspond to nearest neighbors (and we then impose periodic boundary conditions) but we will also consider the fully-connected model (i.e., all site pairs are included in the summation). We discuss the two-dimensional (2D) case in the main results section and discuss the three-dimensional (3D) and fully connected cases in Appendix B. For the dynamics, we use singlespin flips accepted according to the Metropolis algorithm 29 as as well as two different cluster algorithms; those of SwendsenWang 31 and Wolff.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss details of the dynamic scaling of the order parameter for linear and generalized non-linear power-law protocols through which the system is quenched to the critical point. We also discuss the use of different scaling functions applicable in the low-velocity (quasi-adiabatic) and high-velocity (diabatic) regimes, as well as in the regime (a universal scaling regime) connecting these behaviors. In Sec. III we demonstrate the application of the dynamic scaling ansatz using simulation data obtained with the three different MC updating schemes for the 2D Ising model. In Sec. IV we summarize our main conclusions and discuss potential further applications. An alternative derivation of the KZ velocity is provided in Appendix A, where we also briefly discuss optimized protocols given finite time resources for quenching. In Appendix B we demonstrate dynamic scaling with SW and Wolff cluster updates for the 3D and fully-connected Ising models.
II. DYNAMIC FINITE-SIZE SCALING
It is well known in equilibrium physics that systems show universal finite-size scaling behavior in the neighborhood of the critical temperature T c . Physical quantities can then be described by a non-singular scaling function g(L/ξ T ) and a universal power of the system size according to the form
where κ is an exponent depending on the universality class of the transition and the quantity A. This general equilibrium form was initially hypothesized based on observations and has now been rigorously demonstrated through the renormalization group. 1, 33 We here discuss how the KZ mechanism introduced in Sec. I A can be incorporated into finite-size scaling forms for systems undergoing quench dynamics.
A. Generalized KZ finite-size scaling
In a non-equilibrium setup, which we here first take to be a linear quench toward the critical point, the scaling argument L/ξ v , with ξ v defined in Eq. (5) should enter in addition to the equilibrium argument L/ξ T . Equivalently, as is clear from the definitions in Sec. I A, we can also consider the velocity ratio v/v KZ (L). We use it to write down an ansatz in terms of a function depending on the two scaling arguments;
This generalized scaling ansatz has been justified in quantum systems in the slow limit using adiabatic perturbation theory, 7, 21 and it has also been demonstrated in the case of quantum phase transitions in imaginary-time dynamics. 14, 18 However, except for several works by Zhong and collaborators (where an L → ∞ formalism was mostly adopted from the outset) 6 ,10,28 and Chandran et al. 13 the classical counterpart has not, to our knowledge, been investigated as extensively as the quantum case.
B. Linear quench protocol and procedures
Clearly, Eq. (9) reduces to the standard equilibrium finitesize scaling ansatz in the limit v → 0. When v = 0 the framework allows us to study the response of the system away from the adiabatic limit. For a system with a known value of T c , one can carry out a quench process from a high temperature, T i > T c to T c , hence eliminating the first argument in the universal function in (9);
This scaling form is very similar to the equilibrium form (8) and is easy to study the size and velocity dependence of physical quantities at the transition point, using data-collapse techniques familiar from conventional finite-size scaling. The main purpose of the work reported here is to justify the generalized scaling ansatz (10) at T = T c by testing it in detail for classical phase transitions and investigating its range of applicability. We present several bench-mark cases showing that the ansatz works extremely well. Below we will also extend Eq. (10) by introducing yet another scaling argument v/v a , where v a is related to a microscopic scale. One can then observe scaling over the entire velocity range v ∈ [0, ∞].
Theoretically, any temperature higher than T c can be used as the initial temperature (or one can start below T c from an ordered state, but here we will only consider T i > T c ) but in practice a higher temperature implies that it is easier to generate an equilibrated configuration before the quench process begins (which would be particularly important when studying spin glasses or related systems with very slow equilibration close to T c ). The details of the diabatic dynamics will also of course depend on T i , but for slower velocities the results should become independent of the initial condition.
Knowing the exact value of T c prior to the simulation is not a necessary condition for this approach to work, since one can also track, e.g., the order parameter or the Binder cumulant 52 in non-equilibrium simulations and locate T c by various scaling techniques similar to equilibrium finite-size scaling. We demonstrated this recently for a quantum model. 18 However, for purpose of demonstrating dynamic scaling at classical transitions under different dynamic schemes, we will here use the known values of T c for the systems of interest.
For obtaining the results presented in this paper, we typically started with an equilibrated configuration at an initial temperature T i = 1.5T c and performed an MC quench process carrying the system to its critical point. The quench velocity in the linear case can therefore be written as v = 0.5T c /τ q , where τ q is the total quench time in units of MC steps. We note that one unit of time in MC simulations normally corresponds to an extensive number of spin flips (but we will also consider a case, with Wolff dynamics, where this is not true). The precise definition of the time unit depends on the dynamics used.
Typical examples of linear quench processes are illustrated in Fig. 1 with results for the magnetization squared (which will be the only physical quantity studied in this paper);
In this case the exponent κ = −2β in Eq. (10) and we expect scaling at T c according to
provided v is sufficiently small (and we will discuss how small that is below). Note that the process stops at T c and there is no waiting time after that to relax the system further (which would introduce yet another time scale, which one can certainly consider but we do not include it here). Only a single measurement of m 2 is carried out after the system has reached T c and the brackets . . . in Eq. (12) represent the ensemble average over different quenches with different equilibrated starting configurations. Typically, we calculated averages on the basis of thousands of such independent MC runs.
The initial configuration at T = T i was equilibrated and sampled before the start of each run using cluster updates (to be discussed further below) to ensure statistically independent starting configurations for each quench process. For studying slow dynamics it is strictly not necessary to equilibrate the initial configuration, since one can expect the system to become memoryless for slow enough quenches when approaching T c . However, we here also study the fast limit and want the system to reduce to the equilibrium at T i when v → ∞. We therefore always equilibrate.
C. Nonlinear quench protocols
The simple scaling hypothesis discussed above has also been generalized to non-linear protocols, where the critical point is approached according to an arbitrary power-law of the time t measured with respect to the final time τ q , 50 ,51
where v is the velocity as above for a linear quench (r = 1), the acceleration (up to a factor 2) for a quadratic quench (r = 2), etc. (and for simplicity we will refer to v as the velocity, regardless of the power r). For a sudden quench (r = 0) v should be regarded as the amplitude of the change in T (and with this definition note that there is no waiting time after the quench, which is another time-scale that could be added but we do not consider here). As in the linear case, for all r we use T i = 1.5T c and express v in units of T c as v = 0.5T c /τ r q , where τ q is the total quench time.
The generalized critical "velocity" for arbitrary r (including non-integer) can be easily found by following the same arguments as in Sec. I A;
In Appendix A we provide an alternative derivation of this result based on a time-discretized quench, which also gives some information on how the unknown prefactor above depends on the exponents involved. The magnetization scaling form (12) with (14) becomes
We will study mainly r = 1 quenches but also discuss some results for r = 1/2 and r = 2. Protocols for approaching the critical point very slowly, in particular with negative r, have also been investigated recently.
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D. Complete scaling form for the order parameter
For a given system size we can access a wide range of velocities (the highest v < ∞ corresponding to carrying out a single MC step) and we can therefore examine very different response regimes of the system. When the quench velocity becomes very high, our procedures ensure that the magnetization squared after the quench to T c remains close to its value at the initial temperature T i . Since the correlation length has a finite value there, one expects, for sufficiently large L,
where d is the number of dimensions; here d = 2 except in Appendix B, where we also consider d = 3 and infinite dimensionality (in which case L is defined by L = N 1/d with d the upper critical dimension). Thus, in the high-velocity limit, m 2 should depend on the initial temperature T i and scale as
When the velocity decreases one can expect the order of the system to develop gradually, and as long as the KZ correlation length ξ v is much smaller than the system size L the magnetization squared should still depend on L with the trivial power above. With the scaling form (15) , this behavior necessarily implies that the function F in this regime must reduce to a power law of the argument vL z+1/ν ;
and this exponent can be obtained by demanding this to be proportional to L −d , i.e.,
Thus, there is an intermediate universal scaling regime where
Note that this is not consistent with the high-velocity limit for fixed L, where, as discussed above, m 2 must converge to a constant times L −d (without any remaining v dependence). The power law written as Eq. (17) should instead hold for arbitrary large values of vL z+1/ν , as long as L is sufficiently large. Below we will discuss in detail the cross-overs between the power law and the ultimate high-v limit for any L.
Finally, when the velocity is decreased further and approaches v KZ (L), the assumption ξ v ≪ L no longer holds. One would then expect deviations from the power-law form and a cross-over to a regime where Eq. (15) tends toward the corresponding L-dependent equilibrium value of at T c , i.e., the standard finite-size behavior scaling,
sets in. This cross-over from the v-dependent power-law to this equilibrium form is smooth and contained in the function F in Eq. (15) .
To incorporate all these different asymptotics in different velocity regimes, it is useful to introduce a short-range length scale a, which is of the order of one lattice spacing, and, therefore, can be set to 1 for any practical purpose. This non-trivial factor a is essential for defining the engineering dimension, 53 a −d+2β/ν , which compensates for the discrepancy between the scaling dimension L −2β/ν of m 2 and its canonical dimension L −d . The short-range length scale sets the sizeindependent upper limit v ∼ v a beyond which the power-law behavior (19) should break down;
More explicitly, based on the above discussion one cannot expect Eq. (15) to be able to describe all situations with a single scaling function F , and this function should actually be replaced by two different scaling functions in different regimes of (v, L), namely,
where f 1 and f 2 are different scaling functions, valid in their own associated velocity regions. More generally, the above two scaling functions can be described by a single common universal form with two arguments, i.e.,
However, it is in practice easier to analyze its two limiting forms (22) with single scaling arguments.
In the velocity regime v ≪ v KZ (L), the system should be perturbative in v, while in the opposite limit when v ≫ v a the system can be described by perturbation in 1/v. As we will demonstrate below with numerical data, there is a wide region, v KZ (L) < v < v a , over which f 1 and f 2 are both applicable. This corresponds to the regime where both perturbative descriptions (in v and 1/v) have broken down and have been replaced by a universal power-law behavior, expressed as Eq. (17) and (19) for f 1 and f 2 , respectively.
The basic idea that we are pursuing throughout this paper is that by quenching the system with different velocities (or generalized velocity for r = 1), one can generally observe crossover behaviors at v ∼ v KZ (L) as well as at v ∼ v a between perturbative and non-perturbative regimes. The velocities v KZ (L) and v a separate different forms of the size dependencies of the magnetization squared (which is the quantity we focus on here, but one of course expects analogous behaviors in other quantities). The characteristic velocity v a separates the velocity independence,
and then another characteristic velocity v KZ (L) separates this behavior from the critical equilibrium scaling form m
The above forms Eq. (22) can be used to analyze numerical data by dividing m 2 by the appropriate power of L appearing on the right-hand side and graphing the result versus the argument of the scaling function. The data should then collapse onto the scaling function in the region of (v, L) where it holds; hence the scaling function is obtained. The first scaling form f 1 , which requires the knowledge of critical exponents, is analogous to the equilibrium scaling at T c . The second scaling f 2 , requires no knowledge of the critical exponents.
Although it is not necessary, we can also assume that the function f 1 in Eq. (22) can be written as a series expansion of vL z+1/ν in its perturbative regime, and, as was pointed out above, f 2 should depend on T i and can be written as a series expansion in 1/v in its perturbative regime. In their nonperturbative regimes both functions reduce to the same power law form (just expressed in two different ways). We therefore expect the following forms to hold in the three different scaling regimes:
(24) where we have explicitly set a = 1 and, therefore, v a = 1.
In the following, we will refer to the velocity regime v v KZ (L) as the quasi-adiabatic regime, v KZ (L) ≪ v ≪ 1 as the universal scaling regime, and v 1 as the diabatic regime. The asymptotic form in the universal scaling regime v KZ (L) ≪ v ≪ 1 corresponds to the power-law behavior, Eq. (19) , that both scaling functions f 1 and f 2 converge to. Note again that, in practice, the highest velocity in our simulations corresponds to one MC step, i.e., v = (T i − T c )/τ r q with τ q = 1, which is of the order 1 with our chosen initial temperature.
Normally the cross-overs between the different regimes in Eq. (24) are completely smooth, which we will demonstrate in the next section for Metropolis and SW dynamics in the 2D Ising model. Remarkably, however, in the case of the Wolff cluster algorithm we will show that the power-law regime is absent and the cross-over between the two perturbative regimes is not smooth. Instead, in the thermodynamic limit both the quasi-adiabatic and diabatic scaling behaviors break down discontinuously at specific values of the scaled velocity. In this sense the Ising model with Wolff dynamics undergoes a dynamic phase transition.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the application of dynamic finite-size scaling using the standard 2D Ising model on the square lattice. We discuss results using Metropolis dynamics in Sec. III A, SW dynamics in Sec. III B, and Wolff dynamics in Sec. III C. The exact value of T c and the critical exponents are known exactly from the Onsager solution: 54 T c /J = 2/ ln(1 + √ 2), ν = 1 and β = 1/8. This system therefore provides a good testing ground for our techniques. For all the quench processes we consider in the following we start with an initial temperature T i = 1.5T c , using the value of T c quoted above, and then quench the system exactly to the critical point, at which observables are computed (and note again that there is no further waiting at T c ; a single measurement of m 2 is obtained after each quench). The quench process for given parameters is repeated thousands of times with different equilibrated starting configurations in order to obtain statistically precise averages.
The focus here will be how the system responds to the dynamics when crossing the two characteristic velocities defined in the previous section, v a and v KZ (L) , and how the crossover behaviors emerge in the dynamic scaling. As shown explicitly in the scaling forms discussed above, the scaling naturally involves the dynamic exponent z. Since the 2D Ising equilibrium critical exponents are all known exactly, the dynamic scaling allows one to extract z independently (and note that this exponent depends on the dynamics imposed and is not known exactly for any of the schemes we use). In practice we here do this by optimizing a data collapse (onto one of the unknown scaling functions, which the process yields) with z as the only adjustable parameter.
A. Metropolis dynamics
Typical linear quench processes using Metropolis dynamics have been shown in Fig. 1 . We here follow the convention that one unit of time is defined as N = L 2 attempts of flipping a randomly selected spin with the acceptance probability p = min[1, e −∆E/T ], where ∆E is the change in energy after flipping the spin. For convenience we will give velocities in units of T c , i.e., with the above T i we define v = 0.5/τ r q for total quench time τ q in units of MC steps. To demonstrate the insensitivity of the scaling to T i , we will also present a test of this assumption. We first discuss the linear quenches and then present some results also for r = 1/2 and r = 2 non-linear protocols according to Eq. (13).
Linear quench
Data sets for different system sizes in linear-quench simulations at different velocities are analyzed collectively in Fig. 2 , using the scaling procedure appropriate when the first scaling form in Eq. (22) applies. Scaling collapse giving the function f 1 is observed all the way from the adiabatic regime, crossing over into universal power-law scaling, which persists up to arbitrarily large values of the KZ scaled velocity vL z+1/ν when increasingly large L is used (pushing the diabatic cross-over further to the right). As we discussed in Sec. II, the scaling behavior allows one to determine the dynamic exponent by carrying out a fitting procedure in which the value of z is adjusted to give the optimal fit to all the data included, which we quantify using the standard χ 2 per degree of freedom (dof). We here use two different functional forms to describe the function f 1 in the fitting procedure, as in the first two lines of Eq. (24), in two non-overlapping windows of the scaling argument vL z+1/ν . The "plateau and shoulder" in Fig. 2 correspond to the quasi-adiabatic regime v v KZ (L) and we use a high-order polynomial fit in this window. For practical after linear quenches to Tc, using Metropolis dynamics for 2D Ising models of different sizes. The collapsed data correspond to the first scaling form, f1, in Eq. (22) . The expected three different regimes corresponding to different asymptotics can be clearly distinguished; (left) approach to the equilibrium critical scaling in the quasi-adiabatic regime v vKZ (L), (center) power-law scaling in the universal regime v KZ (L) ≪ v ≪ 1, and (right-most points for each L) deviations from the scaling function in the diabatic regime v 1. The vertical dashed line shows the point separating the two fitting windows used in the optimization of the data collapse (varying z); to the left the fitted function approximating f1 in the quasiadiabatic regime is a high-order polynomial, and to the right a pure power law (straight line) given by Eq. (18) is used to account for the universal scaling behavior. The diabatic tails for each L were not included in the fits. The dynamic exponent used in scaling the x-axis was adjusted to obtain the overall best simultaneous fits of the data in the quasi-adiabatic and scaling regimes, which resulted in zM = 2.172(3) with the goodness of the fit, χ 2 /dof ≈ 1.0. Error bars for the data points are all smaller than the symbol sizes. The inset shows details of the L = 128 data in the region where the behavior crosses over from universal scaling to diabatic. purposes, to minimize the order of the polynomial required, we fit to the log-log data instead of the original data. The second window corresponds to the universal scaling regime characterized by v KZ (L) ≪ v ≪ 1, where we use a pure power-law fit (a straight-line fit on the log-log scale).
The point separating the two fitting windows is chosen such that χ 2 computed individually in each window is statistically good. High-v data are excluded for each L when they deviate from the common curve (in which case they will also ruin the goodness of the fit, thus allowing for systematic exclusion of diabatic data). There are of course scaling corrections expected, as in standard finite-size scaling of equilibrium data, but for the Ising model these are relatively small. 55 We obtain good fits by considering system sizes L ≥ 12. The statistical error of z is computed by repeating the data-collapse procedure many times with Gaussian noise added to the MC data (with standard deviation given by the corresponding error bars of the data). This procedure gives z M = 2.172(3), which is in good agreement with values previously obtained, e.g., in (same data as in Fig. 1 ). The vertical line shows the point separating the two fitting windows. The points deviating significantly from the horizontal line correspond to diabatic behavior and those points were systematically excluded in the fitting procedure.
Refs. 35-38. Fig. 3 further illustrates the optimization procedure in the form of the deviation of the two-piece fitting function f 1 (vL z+1/ν ) from the MC data for m 2 L 2β/ν . Statistically, the data points fully obey the scaling collapse except for those corresponding to the diabatic v 1 regime (which are excluded from the fits).
Note that the purpose of parametrizing the scaling function and carrying out fits is only to provide a convenient way to define the goodness of the data collapse. As long as the imposed functional form is capable of reproducing the scaling function to within the precision set by the error bars of the data (which is self-consistently tested by the statistical soundness of the fit quantified by χ 2 ), this procedure in no way distorts or biases the data collapse.
We discuss the diabatic regime next. Data collapse according to the second of Eqs. (22) is shown in Fig. 4 . The dashed line in Fig 4 is drawn according the the value of x given by the result of z from Fig 2. However, independently, the powerlaw behavior corresponding to the straight line allows one to estimate the dynamic exponent in a straight-forward manner through this kind of analysis, given the relation between the power (slope) x and z in Eq. (18) . The advantage of this procedure is that the rescaling of the data does not involve any critical exponents at all. As we will discuss in more detail in Sec. III A 3, using linear fit after taking log-log, we obtain x r1 = 0.550(3), which implies z M = 2.17(1), this is consistent with the result obtained by f 1 scaling.
Note again that the linear regions in Figs. 2 and 4 correspond to the same data points, falling within the universal scaling regime, with just two different ways of expressing the middle line of Eq. (24), as stated according to Eq. (19) or as in Eq. (17) by moving the appropriate power of L to the left.
As discussed in Sec. II, the initial temperature T i at which As will be discussed in Sec. III A 3, the line with arrow indicates the region selected for the linear fit after taking log-log, we consider sizes L ≥ 192. The linear fit gives the slope xr 1 = 0.550(3), with χ 2 /dof ≈ 1.0, which implies zM = 2.17(1), consistent with the result obtained in Fig. 2 of f1 scaling. the system is equilibrated before the quench process begins should only have a nominal effect on the scaling. We normally use T i = 1.5T c , but to demonstrate the insensitivity of the scaling to the initial temperature we show in Fig. 5 results for a fixed system size and several values of T i . As expected, there are differences in the diabatic regime, where in the v → ∞ limit the results converge to the equilibrium at T i . Beyond this regime, at lower velocities the data quickly converge to a common curve in the universal scaling regime. The convergence to a pure power law is somewhat faster for higher T i , but it should be noted that the simulation time increases with T i , which implies that, for purposes of extracting the dynamic exponent by fitting a straight line, there is some trade-off between the faster convergence to the power law and the longer simulation time. In cases where the initial equilibration may be challenging close to T c , e.g., in frustrated systems (especially glasses) where cluster algorithms cannot be used, one may also want to start at a high T i in order to ensure good initial equilibration.
Non-linear quenches
As we pointed out in Sec. II, the KZ scaling scheme is not restricted to linear protocols. Eq. (22) incorporate nonlinear quench scenarios through the exponent r in the definition (13) of the more general protocol. These expressions provide a simple way to separate the quench process from the (18) with the dynamic exponent extracted in Fig. 2 . As we will discuss in Sec. III A 3, the line in r = 2 panel indicates the region selected for linear fit after taking log-log, we consider sizes L ≥ 48. The linear fit yields the slope xr 2 = 0.32689(7), with χ 2 /dof ≈ 0.9, which implies zM = 2.1767(5), consistent with the result obtained in Fig. 2. underlying stochastic dynamics (updating scheme); the former is characterized by the parameter r and the latter by the dynamic exponent z. Since in the non-equilibrium scaling relations only the combination zr enters, changing the exponent r has an effect similar to manipulating the dynamical exponent, which potentially can be useful for optimization and other purposes. Here we just focus on testing the applicability of scaling with r = 1.
In Fig. 6 , bottom panel, we show results of a "constant acceleration" quadratic quench with r = 2, in which case the the characteristic quantity (14) stands for a critical acceleration separating a perturbative and non-perturbative regimes, in analogy with the earlier discussion of the linear quench. The scaling collapse works very well, apart from the expected ultra-high acceleration limit where a break-down again is expected (and the deviations can be analyzed in terms of a different scaling function, as we will do below). The dynamic scaling also holds when the parameter r is a non-integer number corresponding to a non-analytic protocol, as it should, based on the derivations of the KZ scaling in Appendix A (while the applicability for non-integer r is less clear from other general-izations considered for r = 1 50, 51 ). We demonstrate this with results of a square-root quench, r = 1/2, in the top panel of Fig. 6 .
As shown in Fig. 7 , scaling collapse also works very well in the diabatic limit of both these nonlinear quench protocols. A cross-over of the function f 2 to the universal scaling regime is observed as in the r = 1 case. Most importantly, the power-law behavior is clearly observed. One can again use the power-law regime in the f 2 scaling to estimate the power x, which can then be translated to z according to Eq. (18) . Using linear fit after taking log-log in the f 2 scaling of r = 2 quench, we obtain the slope x r2 = 0.32689(7), which implies z M = 2.1767(5). Remarkably, the statistical precision of this result is higher than the best results based on the r = 1 quenches discussed above, although the system sizes there were considerably larger. It is then interesting to ask what the optimal r is for extracting z M , but we have not investigated this systematically. The applicability of the dual scaling for arbitrary r also opens an interesting opportunity to independently extract all of the exponents β, ν, and z, as we will discuss in Sec. III A 3.
Combining results from different quenches
As shown in the previous section, the f 1 and f 2 dual scaling behaviors are clearly observed in both linear and non-linear quenches. The f 2 scaling scheme is particularly interesting in practice. As we mentioned in Sec. II, f 2 scaling does not involve the prior knowledge or optimization of the critical exponents, while the power in the universal scaling regime still carries the information of the critical exponents through Eq. (18). The power x can be measured easily by linear log-log fit of the data. This property of dual scaling and the convenient way of extracting the power x from f 2 scaling for any arbitrary r open an interesting opportunity to extract the exponents z, ν, and β in a completely independent way.
We first point out some important aspects of the applications of f 2 scaling. One important aspect of f 2 scaling is that it corresponds to the regime in which the correlation length ξ v Eq. (5) is growing as v decreases, while ξ v is still much smaller than the system size, i.e., ξ v ≪ L. Effectively, in this regime the rescaled quantity m 2 L 2 is size-independent. This property provides a simple way to do the linear fit in practice: one can simply follow the largest available sizes, when the data points from these sizes become indistinguishable in the f 2 plot and the system sizes, thus, are large enough to be effectively free of finite-size effects. This L convergence aspect is seen in Figs. 4 and 7 . Quantitatively, one can again use χ 2 /dof to quantify the result. If small sizes that potentially carry finite-size effect are included in the linear fit, they will certainly ruin the goodness of the statistics. The same principle can also be used for selecting the region for linear fit. The ideal region for the linear fit should be in the power-law regime. If the data points from either the quasi-adiabatic or diabatic regime are included, they will also ruin the goodness of the fit quantified by χ 2 /dof. In the following we use r = 1 and r = 2 quenches to demonstrate the idea outlined above. For r = 1 quench as shown in Fig. 4 , we consider sizes L ≥ 192 since the data points from these sizes already show indistinguishable behavior in the power-law regime. The region in which linear fit is performed is indicated by the line with arrows. The selection of the region is determined by the minimization of χ 2 /dof. We obtain x r1 = 0.550(3) with χ 2 /dof ≈ 1.0. For r = 2 quench shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 , using the same principle for selecting the system sizes (with L ≥ 48) and the region for linear fit (indicated by the line with arrows), we obtain x r2 = 0.32689(7) with χ 2 /dof ≈ 0.9. Given two values x r1 and x r2 , the exponents can be easily computed as :
According to the above expressions, we obtain a = 2.17 (8) and b = 1.75(5). Furthermore, with either the r 1 -or the r 2 -quench, one can use f 1 scaling with 2-parameter fitting to obtain β/ν and z + 1/ν, as indicated by Figs. 2 and 6. We use the f 1 scaling from the r = 1 quench, treating all exponents as unknown and performing a 2-parameter fitting for p 1 = z + 1/ν and p 2 = β/ν and we obtain p 1 = 3.16(5), p 2 = 0.13(1) with χ 2 /dof ≈ 1.0. Combining with the results from Eq. (25), one can then solve for z, ν, and β:
These exponents all agree with their known or expected (in the case of z) values within the error bars, which were estimated by introducing Gaussian noises to the fit parameters a, p 1 , and p 2 and solving the equations repeatedly. This method should be particularly useful in cases where it is difficult to reach the adiabatic limit and carry out standard finite-size scaling techniques around T c , e.g., for frustrated systems such as spin glasses.
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B. Swendsen-Wang dynamics
Due to the rather large dynamic exponent, the Metropolis algorithm suffers significantly from critical slowing down. Physically, the slow dynamics originates from the inability of single-spin (or any local) updates to quickly change the structure of configurations with large clusters. In the SW algorithm, 31 a spin configuration is decomposed into clusters using bond variables introduced through the FortuinKasteleyn transformation. 57, 58 A broad range of cluster sizes appear according to Coniglio-Klein droplet theory, 59 and the algorithm is therefore much more efficient (has a much smaller dynamic exponent) than the Metropolis scheme. In the SW algorithm, one unit of time is defined as decomposing the all spins in a configuration into clusters, using bonds set between same-oriented spins with probability P = 1 − e −2J/T . Each spin uniquely belongs to one of the clusters (with spins having no connected bonds treated as clusters of size 1) and each cluster is flipped independently with probability 1/2. In the quench process we again start at T i = 1.5T c and stop exactly at the known T c , repeating the procedure thousands of times for averaging.
The dynamic scaling, summarized as Eq. (22), is independent of the underlying updating scheme, except for the value of z. We can therefore carry out the same kind of nonequilibrium quench process as in the previous subsection to study SW dynamics. Here we will focus on the linear quench (r = 1) of the 2D Ising model.
We again observe scaling collapse onto a scaling function f 1 according to the first line of Eq. (22), as shown in Fig. 8 (where we have not shown the diabatic data points, which deviate from the common scaling function-they will be analyzed further below). Here the dynamic exponent was again optimized to give the best fit. Due to the rather small value of the exponent in this case, z SW ≈ 0.3, the universal powerlaw scaling regime is less accessible than in the Metropolis case. We therefore use a polynomial fit (to log-log data) in the whole region of the scaling variable in the figure, instead of dividing it into two velocity regimes. Nonetheless, given the predicted power x, Eq. (18), one can still test the consistency with the power-law behavior expected in the universal scaling regime after the optimized z SW has been obtained. The result for the dynamic exponent is z SW = 0.297(3), which is con- (22) to obtain the diabatic to power-law scaling function f2 in the case of SW dynamics. The dashed line shows the slope expected with the dynamic exponent extracted in Fig. 8 . As in the case of Metropolis, one can also independently obtain z by measuring the slope in the power-law regime. The line with arrow indicates the region in which linear fit is performed after taking log-log, we obtain x = 1.35(4) with χ 2 /dof ≈ 0.9, which implies zSW = 0.29(4). Fig. 8 shows the predicted power-law given the above value of the dynamic exponent. The agreement is indeed good for the right-most points. This behavior strongly supports the conventional critical dynamics with z SW > 0, instead of a logarithmic divergence of the time scale. 48 Note again that, for clarity, in Fig. 8 we have not shown the diabatic points deviating from the common scaling function. These data points are included in Fig. 9 , which shows a scaling collapse according to the second line of Eq. (22) . We can observe that the universal power-law regime is reached in a window of 1/v where the data is collapsed for the system sizes we have used. As demonstrated in Metropolis case, one can independently estimate z SW by performing linear fit in the f 2 scaling after taking log-log, this procedure yields x = 1.35(4) with χ 2 /dof ≈ 0.9, which implies z SW = 0.29 (4) . As in the Metropolis case, the z SW extracted by f 1 and f 2 scalings are completely consistent.
sistent with Ref. 45 (but with a smaller error bar). The dashed line in
C. Wolff dynamics
The Wolff algorithm 32 is an improvement of the SW algorithm. It is based on constructing single clusters according to the same bond rule as in the SW algorithm, but each time starting from a random seed site (instead of one not previously visited when decomposing the whole system into nonoverlapping clusters in the SW algorithm) and flipping the clusters with probability one. The clusters are then on average larger than in the SW algorithm, and the dynamic exponent is therefore normally smaller. In order to compare the dynamics of the SW and Wolff algorithms it is important to treat the time-step in the latter in such a way that the number of spins flipped is proportional to N . Clearly, above T c this is not the case for a single cluster, but one can still define the elementary unit of time as the flipping of one cluster and subsequently rescale the time based on the average cluster size, so that an extensive number of spins are flipped in the rescaled time unit. This is straight-forward in the equilibrium, where the scaling of the average cluster size is known in terms of critical exponents and the FourtuinKasteleyn mapping. 57, 59 The critical Wolff cluster size scales as the magnetic susceptibility, χ ∼ L γ/ν . This implies that on average ∼ L d /L γ/ν Wolff updates correspond to one MC step as defined in SW or Metropolis dynamics. Denoting by z ′ W the dynamic exponent measured using the single-cluster time unit and by z W the exponent corresponding to properly rescaled time, the relationship between these exponents is therefore
In non-equilibrium simulations the situation is more complicated, as we will see below.
We here perform the same kind of linear quench with Wolff dynamics at different velocities as in the previous subsections for Metropolis and SW dynamics. We consider the elementary time unit as a single cluster flip and later discuss the subtleties involved in this definition.
The scaling procedure of the squared magnetization expected to yield the function f 1 is shown in Fig. 10 . Here we observe a feature distinctively different from the Metropolis and SW cases: There is no universal scaling regime with power-law behavior. There is still a quasi-adiabatic regime where the data collapse well. We discuss this regime first and will return later to the lack of universal power-law scaling regime.
In the quasi-adiabatic regime the rescaled squared magnetization is rather flat in Fig. 10 . Upon closer examination, as shown in the inset, there is still a clear drop when the scaled velocity approaches the region where the data-collapse breaks down. Interestingly, that break-down appears to take place at a single well defined point. Using a polynomial fit to the data before this point and optimizing the collapse by adjusting the dynamic exponent as in the previous cases, we obtain z ′ W = 0.55 (2) . This again is the dynamic exponent measured according to the single-cluster definition of time, and to compare with Metropolis and SW dynamics the exponent should be shifted according to Eq. (27)-provided that the quench is sufficiently adiabatic throughout this regime. Since for the 2D Ising model γ = 7/4 and ν = 1, we obtain z W = 0.30 (2) . This value is in good agreement with previous results, e.g., Ref. 47 , providing further confirmation of the quench process being effectively adiabatic in the regime where the scaling collapse occurs in Fig. 10 .
Let us now discuss the break-down of scaling collapse and absence of a power-law regime at higher rescaled velocity. It seems clear that the break-down should be related to the single-cluster definition of the time unit. The typical size of the cluster is naturally associated with the temperature and the corresponding KZ correlation length, ξ v , reached at a given time step. This implies that at the early stage of the quench most of the system is left untouched by the Wolff construction, due to the small ξ v and cluster size. The growth of the cluster size versus T as T is decreased is of course slower than in the equilibrium. The bottom panel of Fig. 11 shows the average cluster size for different quench times as a fraction of the total system size for a system of size 128 2 . It is also illuminating to examine the fraction R f of spins actually flipped with respect to the initial configuration during the entire quench, i.e., counting the number of spins that are different in the initial and final configurations. If the simulation is ergodic within the total quench time, so that the initial and final configurations can become completely decorrelated, this fraction should be very close to 1/2 (strictly speaking, R f → 1/2 exponentially fast for quench times much longer than the autocorrelation time). Furthermore, with any definition of the time unit where all spins are visited, the fraction approaches some L-independent constant, R f ∈ (0, 1/2), when v → ∞ (in practice, with our definitions, at v = (T i − T c )/τ q with τ q = 1; the minimum quench time of one MC step). However, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 11 , with the singlecluster definition the flipped fraction decays sharply with increasing velocity and size. Interestingly, it reaches 1/2 at a scaled velocity very close to the special point where the scaling collapse breaks down in Fig. 10 . It is clear that no quasiadiabatic evolution, or even critical scaling, can take place if the scheme effectively is non-ergodic, as the R f → 0 behavior indicates.
There is still of course a diabatic regime where in the highvelocity limit the magnetization squared approaches its equilibrium value at the initial temperature. In this case, since the effect of the single-cluster flips in one unit of time changes with T , the velocity is not constant if one rescales to a time unit in which an extensive number of spins is flipped. Therefore, effectively, the procedure corresponds to a nonlinear quench protocol leading to an effectively much faster approach to the diabatic limit with increasing v than in schemes based on usual definitions of the time unit with an extensive number of spin flips. With usual time definitions, for any system size L one can reach any configuration, in principle, in a single time steps, while with the Wolff algorithm, in the diabatic regime, the number of steps (flipped clusters) needed for ergodic sampling increases with the system size and also with the velocity (since the clusters increase in size with decreasing velocity).
Despite the peculiarities of the Wolff time unit, we can still attempt to rescale the data in Fig. 10 using the same diabatic approach as in the SW and Metropolis cases, to obtain the scaling function f 2 in Eq. (22) erage fraction of flipped spins in a time step, which, as we have seen above, vanishes with increasing L for fixed v. Since we are analyzing the diabatic regime, where the cluster size should be L-independent for sufficiently large L, the flipped fraction of spins in one step should scale as L −d , and, thus, we should let v → vL d in the scaling analysis. Setting the lattice scale parameter a = 1 as before, we therefore expect scaling collapse with f 2 (L −d /v), here with d = 2. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 12 , graphing m 2 L 2 versus L −2 /v, the data collapse almost perfectly, down to a velocity where the scaling function appears to diverge in the thermodynamic limit (with the quasi-adiabatic plateaus splitting off later as L grows).
The above analysis shows that, even with the subtleties of the single-cluster time unit in the Wolff algorithm, there are still two well defined slow and fast regimes, where essentially perfect data collapse onto functions f 1 and f 2 can be achieved. Unlike the cases of Metropolis and SW dynamics, these scaling functions do not have any universal power-law parts connecting them in cross-overs, but instead they both break down in a singular manner with one type of scaling replaced by a completely different kind of scaling. In terms of rescaling of the time unit of the single-cluster Wolff steps, we have demonstrated that on the adiabatic side it is with the standard factor (same as in the equilibrium), t → tL −(d−γ/ν) , while on the diabatic side it is just t → tL −d . The failures of these time rescalings at singular points leads us to conclude that Wolff dynamics is associated with a dynamic phase transition, and this transition is related to a sudden effective loss of ergodicity as a function of the velocity in fast quenches.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated a non-equilibrium quench approach and associated dynamic scaling scheme for studying the scale-
TABLE I: Dynamic exponents obtained using either f1 or f2 scaling for Ising models in two and three dimensions, as well as the fully-connected (fc) model (infinite-dimensional). The Metropolis dynamic exponent for 2D case quoted above is from f2 scaling of r = 2 quench, which yields the best estimate so far. The exponents for Wolff dynamics have been shifted using Eq. (27) to account for the single-cluster definition of the time unit of the simulations.
invariant universal behavior and various cross-over behaviors when approaching critical points of classical phase transitions.
Using three different variants of MC dynamics-Metropolis, SW, and Wolff-we demonstrated that the order parameter (the squared magnetization) is governed by two different scaling functions describing quasi-adiabatic (including fully adiabatic) and diabatic (including extreme diabatic) evolution from an initial paramagnetic state to the critical point. In all cases we have studied, the two scaling functions capture the dynamic behavior for the entire range of velocities v ∈ [0, ∞) for all system sizes (up to very small subleading finite-size corrections also present in the equilibrium). This complete characterization of the non-equilibrium scaling for several dynamic schedules was the main result of the paper. In addition, we showed that the quench scheme can also be used to extract accurate values of the dynamic exponent for given combinations of models and dynamics. In the main part of the paper we used the standard 2D Ising model, but we have also investigated the 3D and fully-connected (infinite-dimensional) variants and report results for them in Appendix B. We summarize our results for the dynamic exponents in Table. I. In this paper we performed linear and non-linear quenches to exactly the critical point T c and observed excellent scaling in both cases. The quasi-adiabatic and diabatic scaling functions can be described perturbatively in v and 1/v, respectively, for small values of these parameters. These regimes are normally (for SW and Metropolis dynamics) smoothly connected to each other via cross-overs to a universal, nonperturbative power-law scaling regime that can be described by either function. However, with Wolff dynamics, the two scaling regimes are separated in a singular manner and there is no power-law regime. This can be traced to the single-cluster definition of the time unit in the Wolff algorithm, which for a linear quench leads to an effectively non-linear, ultrafast approach to the diabatic limit, where the scheme becomes effectively non-ergodic. It is remarkable that the loss of ergodicity takes place in such a singular way, and not through a smooth cross-over. The singular change in the scaling function can be interpreted as a dynamic phase transition.
An issue with the non-linear quenches of the form (13) is that the critical point has to be known exactly for the protocol to be asymptotically non-linear. If the critical point is not precisely known and the final point of the quench is therefore off the targeted critical value, the quench ultimately becomes linear (if one stops below the true T c ) 19 or doesn't reach T c at all (if one stops above the true T c ). In this situation, assume that the final point of the non-linear quench is T * , the offset from the critical point |T c − T * |L 1/ν enters as another argument of the scaling function (10) . As usual in the scaling theory, the shorter length scale dominates, and, provided T * is below T c and not too far off T c , one should be able to observe non-linear scaling r = 1 for some range of velocities before a cross-over to r = 1 scaling. If T * > T c there should instead be a cross-over into high-T behavior with a finite correlation length. These cross-overs will be interesting targets for future studies.
Non-equilibrium relaxation from an ordered state has been widely used in the past to extract the dynamic exponents for ordered systems as well as spin glasses. 35, 60, 61 In our language, this corresponds to a sudden quench to the critical point, r = 0 in Eq. (13), starting from the ordered state (instead of starting from the disordered state, as we did in the present work). The "velocity" in this case is the inverse waiting time [unlike our definition (13) where for r → 0 there is effectively waiting before a sudden quench and no waiting after], and the order parameter asymptotically decays as a power of the time. Normally the decay is studied for systems sufficiently large to effectively be in the thermodynamic limit for the time windows considered. We have not compared these approaches in terms of their abilities to extract high-precision values for the dynamic exponent, but at least naively it appears to us that it should be better to take advantage of finite-size and finite velocity scaling. In addition, for a linear quench one can also easily, without much additional computational effort, obtain results not only at a known (or approximately known) final critical point, but one can collect data also before the critical point is reached and continue past the critical point as well. This opens opportunities for other types of scaling studies in the vicinity of T c , using Eq. (9) and its generalizations to incorporate both adiabatic and diabatic scaling functions.
Our value for the dynamic exponent for Metropolis updates of the 2D Ising model is in good agreement with the best known value. 38 As we mentioned in Sec. I B, for cluster dynamics the value of z has been a matter of debate for some time. For SW dynamics, it was claimed in Ref. 48 that z SW = 0 for the 2D Ising model. However, based on our approach, a nonzero z SW is clearly shown, not only in the scaling collapse of Fig. 8 but also as indicated by the consistent pow-law behavior in the universal scaling regime. For Wolff dynamics of the 2D Ising model, it was reported in Ref. 48 that z W = 1.19(2), which is significantly higher than the value obtained in Ref. 47 . The latter is consistent with our result in Table I . As pointed out in Ref. 48 , z W computed with standard relaxation from an ordered state may in practice be sensitive to the initial state, unless extremely long times are considered. Furthermore, the result may also depend on the targeted observable. 49 In this sense we think our approach is more stable in practice and has useful features for self-consistency checks, e.g., the same power laws appearing in all three dynamical regimes in Eq. (24) .
We have demonstrated that the dynamic exponent in principle can be extracted by two different kinds of scaling collapses, especially when the static exponents are already known, given either the quasi-adiabatic function f 1 or the diabatic function f 2 in Eq. (22) . Throughout the demonstration we show that the results of z obtained by f 1 and f 2 are completely consistent. Since the diabatic quenches are very fast in comparison to the quasi-adiabatic ones, it is more tempting to focus on the universal power-law scaling before the crossover into the quasi-adiabatic behavior. Apart from the savings in raw computer resources, the data-collapsing procedure for f 2 in the universal scaling regime requires no knowledge or optimization of critical exponents; one simply plots m 2 N versus v −1 , in the style of Fig. 4, Fig. 7 , or Fig. 9 , and uses linear fit to extract the slope x of the collapsed data on the log-log plot. The resulting x of course still is a combination of the critical exponents (18) and one needs some further steps to disentangle them.
It is very interesting to note that all the static exponents can be extracted along with z by combining results from two different quench protocols characterized by two different values of r in Eq. (13), as we demonstrated in Sec. III A 3. This may potentially be very beneficial to systems such as spin glasses, where the large dynamic exponent makes it very difficult to carry out equilibrium calculations for large systems. 56 In our proposed method above, the need to equilibrate configurations at and close to the glass transition is completely circumvented, as one can start from some elevated temperature, where the equilibration is fast, and any slowing down "problem" just reflects the underlying dynamic exponent and manifests itself in the form of the desired exponent x.
We also point out that the non-equilibrium scheme discussed here is not restricted only to classical phase transitions, but also applies to quantum phase transitions, which can be studied, e.g., with the quantum MC simulation schemes recently developed in Refs. 14,18 for evolution in imaginary time. Some results for transverse-field Ising models were already reported in the above papers.
In this paper, we have discussed temperature quenches, but the same framework is also applicable to quenching, e.g., an external field. Beyond the critical scaling discussed in this paper, such quenches allow one to investigate numerous aspects of first-order phase transitions and hysteresis in the Ising model, as was already done in some cases. Now consider the relaxation time. Since the steps are small, if the system was in equilibrium at T i it is almost in equilibrium after the temperature change, and the time ∆ τ (T i ) to equilibrate at the new temperature should be given by the time taken to increase the correlation length from ξ(T i ) to ξ(T i+1 ), which should be just the differences in the equilibration times at the two temperatures;
The criterion for staying in equilibrium is now simply obtained by comparing this incremental relaxation time with the time taken for the i:th step according to Eq. (A2). We can use this kind of comparison in different ways, e.g., to find the velocity needed to stay in equilibrium all the way to the final temperature T n or to find the temperature T i at which the system falls out of equilibrium. Here we explicitly consider quenches all the way to the critical temperature; T n = T c . We can first ask what the requirement is for staying in equilibrium during the whole process. The criterion for this is that ∆ t (T i ) > ∆ τ (T i ) for all i, which, according to Eqs. (A2) and (A3) means that 1
where we have implicitly taken the limit ∆ T → 0. Here we can disregard the prefactors and just conclude that the quench can stay adiabatic all the way down to T c , provided that
i.e., r has to be negative and it takes an infinitely long time to actually reach T c -in this case the protocol formally has to be modified, with the total time (A1) spent to get down to temperature T becoming
This kind of ultra-slow quench was recently considered in work by Chandran et al, 13 who also obtained, through a different derivation, the adiabaticity criterion (A5).
When the quench parameter r is larger than the above threshold value, the system will fall out of equilibrium at some temperature, when ∆ τ (T ) > ∆ t (T ) . To analyze this condition we keep all the prefactors in Eqs. (A2) and (A3). The threshold criterion for staying in equilibrium according to Eq. (A4) for given r can then be written as (with T n = T c and taking the ∆ T → 0 limit)
which we simplify as
From this proportionality expression we can extract the temperature at which the system falls out of equilibrium for fixed r and v. We can also extract the critical velocity required to stay in equilibrium down to temperature T > T c , i.e., the KZ velocity,
which agrees with the r = 1 result stated in Eq. (4) . From this result we can also obtain an L-dependent KZ velocity (threshold for staying in equilibrium all the way down to T c ) by re-
in agreement with Eq. (14) . However, we also now see that there is a prefactor which becomes very small for large r, especially if νz is large (as is the case, e.g., for spin glasses). Of course the power of T − T c or L is still dominant, but in some cases, e.g., for optimization purposes, it can be important to consider the prefactor as well. Similar r-dependent prefactors have been derived in a different way in the context of optimized passages through quantum-critical points (T = 0).
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Optimal protocol
Eq. (A9) gives the relation between the correlation length at the point where the adiabatic approximation breaks down and the generalized velocity of the quench:
It is interesting that this simple expression can be immediately used to find the optimal adiabatic protocol maximizing the correlation length for a fixed quench time τ q . Expressing v ∼ 1/τ r q we find that
This expression coincides with the one obtained in Ref. 65 for quantum quenches. The optimal value of the exponent r can now be obtained by extremizing ξ v with respect to r at fixed duration τ q , which is equivalent to the condition
In the long time limit (τ q ≫ 1) this equation can be approximately solved, giving
which is exactly the optimum power obtained in Ref. 65 for quantum systems, and which was also subsequently obtained numerically for classical systems with Langevin dynamics. 66 Here we have obtained this classical result from the very simple but rigorous arguments of successive equilibration illustrated in Fig. 13 . Note that in the limit τ q → ∞ in Eq. (A14), the optimal parameter r → ∞, which, as discussed in the beginning of this Appendix, turns the protocol into a sudden quench followed by a waiting time τ q . However, since the divergence of r is only logarithmic in τ q , and νz can be large, in practice, given a finite time resource τ q , the optimal protocol can still be very far from the sudden quench.
Appendix B: Higher-dimensional models
Despite the similar dynamic exponents of the SW and Wolff algorithms when applied to the 2D Ising model, z SW ≈ z W ≈ 0.3, the degree of critical slowing-down with these algorithms can be very different in higher dimensions. To demonstrate that the scaling schemes developed and tested in the bulk of the paper also apply beyond the simple 2D Ising model, and to further examine the peculiarities of the Wolff algorithm discovered in Sec. III C, we here present results of linear SW and Wolff quenches of Ising models in higher dimensions. The resulting dynamic exponents are listed in Table I .
For the 3D Ising model, with the Hamiltonian (7) defined with nearest-neighbor interactions on the simple cubic lattice, numerical estimates for the critical point T c and the exponents are known to rather high precision; 67,68 J/T c = 0.22169(2), ν = 0.6298(5), and η = 0.0366 (8) . Given these exponents, we use the exponent relation 2β/ν = 1 + η in the r = 1 dynamic scaling relation (15) .
We write the Hamiltonian for the fully-connected (or infinite-dimensional) Ising model as
where the coupling is normalized by the system size. Since mean-field theory becomes exact for this model when N → ∞, we have T c /J = 1, and the critical exponents are ν = 1/2, β = 1/2. To apply scaling forms such as Eq. (22) 
Swendsen-Wang dynamics
Data collapse for SW dynamics on the 3D model is shown in Fig. 14 . Fitting a polynomial to the quasi-adiabatic region and adjusting the exponent to optimize the collapse as before gives z SW = 0.53 (1) , this is in good agreement with Ref. 46 . The collapsed region where this fitting procedure was carried out corresponds mainly to the quasi-adiabatic regime, but a cross-over to a power-law regime, with the slope consistent with the expected exponent, is also clear for the larger system sizes. The same kind of scaling collapse for the fully-connected Ising model is shown in Fig. 15 . Here we have much less data, but, focusing on the quasi-adiabatic regime, we can observe scaling collapse with a dynamic exponent z SW = 1.2 (2) . This in good agreement with mean-field calculation, 47 according to which z MF = 1.
Wolff dynamics
As we saw in the Sec. III C, Wolff dynamics on the 2D Ising model exhibits scaling collapse in the quasi-adiabatic and diabatic regimes, but the smooth cross-over with power-law scaling in Eq. (24) is lacking. It is interesting to investigate how this behavior evolves as the dimensionality is increased, which we do here by studying the 3D and fully connected models.
The analysis of the data in the quasi-adiabatic regime is presented in Fig. 16 . Here, again, the data collapse appears to break down essentially at a point, with no apparent signs of any emergent power-law scaling behavior (although the point at which the curves split off from the scaling function appears to show somewhat more finite-size drift than in Fig. 10 , where almost no drift can be seen). The dynamic exponent is z ′ W = 1.27 (2) . To compare this with the exponent in SW dynamics, one again has has to shift the value according to Eq. (27) , which gives z W = 0.24 (2) . This is close to the result obtained in Ref. 69 .
Turning now to the fully connected Ising model, Fig. 17 shows the outcome of an optimized data collapse yielding z ′ W = 2.04(4), or, after shifting the value according to Eq. (27) , z W = 0.04 (4) . This confirms the expectation that the Wolff algorithm should be completely free from critical slowing down in this case. 47 The figure also shows an inter- esting feature different from any of the other cases we have considered: While the data collapse now does also extend to (apparently) arbitrarily high scaled velocities and the behavior does look like a power law, the slope on the log-log plot is not what would be expected based on the relationship (18) with the dynamic exponent extracted in the optimization of the data collapse (i.e., with z ′ = 2 in place of z in the expression for the exponent x). While we do not know the exact reason for this, one can suspect that it has to do with the non-locality of the model invalidating the arguments leading to the exponent relation (18) , perhaps similar to violation of hyperscaling relations above the upper critical dimension.
In Sec. III C, when analyzing the the diabatic regime for the 2D model, we had to rescale the velocity by a factor L d to account for the fact that the Wolff clusters stay constant in size for fixed v when the system grows. In the fully-connected model, however, since the number of interacting bonds per site increases as N , the Wolff clusters should be expected to grow as well, as some power of the size. We have not investigated this behavior explicitly and therefore just assume that it is power law and graph m 2 L dc eff versus L
−b
eff /v (= N −b/4 /v), where b is optimized and should be expected to be less than d u = 4 (since the clusters cannot grow faster than N ). As shown in Fig. 18 , we can indeed achieve data collapse this way, with b ≈ 1.2, although the subleading finite size corrections are very strong. This value of b indicates that the Wolff clusters grow approximately as ∼ N 0.3 .
Beyond the clearly diabatic behavior in Fig. 18 we cannot yet, for the range of system sizes considered, observe a clear power-law scaling regime, although the convergence of the data is certainty consistent with a power law. Again, as in Fig. 17 the behavior does not appear to be consistent with the expected exponent given by Eq. (18), shown with the dashed line in Fig. 18 .
